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Microscopic models

Delta/Nucleon production
Final state nucleon in
the same state as initial
nucleon
A number of models on
the market

Models apply below approx. 5 GeV 
None (up to now) have been included in the generators

Alvarez-Ruso
Nieves
Hernandez
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f* :    N decay constant
P

{} 
 : pion, Delta momenta

F(p

) : N vertex form factor

D(p

) : In-medium delta propagator




 : spin 3/2 projection operator

A : N- coupling



  

Model

Nuclear hadronic current using a plane wave for the
pion wavefunction 

More realistic description modified the pion wavefunction
using the eikonal approximation

Pion self
energy



  



  

Implementation
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Model was copied from Luis' FORTRAN calcuation
Standalone implementation was used to verify
the translation to C++
GENIE Nuclear utils are used
One of the polar angles is free : so can reduce the
5-D integral to a 4-D integral

Calculation currently cuts off at 5 GeV



  

Implementation 1 : Lookup tables

For Dan's thesis we needed the AR model to be 
relatively fast
The only way to do this was to pre-calculate the pion
wavefunctions and store them in look-up tables
 One look-up table per (neutrino, target) combination

 Approximately 0.05 s per cross section
 evaluation
 Takes approximately 10 hours to generate
 a cross-section spline
 Size of each table is about 25 Mb. Tables are
only text and this could be optimised a lot.



  

 on C14



  

Some kinematic distributions

p
 cos





 on C12 @ E


 = 1.0 GeV



  

But is it accurate?

(
σLookUp−σARCalc

σ ARCalc )

Very low
cross sections



  

Implementation 2 : Using 
wavefunction calculation

Moving from lookup tables to wave function calculation on
an event by event basis slows down the code by about
a factor of 10 : one evaluation takes about 0.5 seconds
now.

Still, for event generation this is probably endurable.

The largest problem we have is processing time in the
spline calculation.

We've implemented this by splitting the integral. The wavefn
is only dependent on E


 so only needs to be calculated when

E

 changes



  

Implementation 2
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This may have sped up the spline calculation.

I can't tell because we are still running the first spline
test after 1.5 days



  

Speed cost? Code Profile
with cachegrind

Hadronic current  (35%)

gcc multiplication  (11%)

exponentiation  (10%)

Assorted ROOT 
overhead  (18%)

Other math functions
 (5%)

Why is the hadronic current
taking so much time?



  

Pros & Cons
Of lookup table approach:

PRO:  (Relatively) fast
 (Relatively) accurate

CON:  Lookup-table needed for each 
neutrino/target combination 
 Limited by cut-off in E






  

Pros & Cons
Of full calculation:

CON:  Slow to generate events and
 Glacially slow to generate splines
(not necessarily a problem if this is
not done often)
Valid over any neutrino range

PRO:  Exact at each point in phase space
Valid over any neutrino energy range



  

Summary & Questions

Alvarez-Ruso microscopic model has been 
implemented in GENIE

and even used in  Dan's analysis

Full calculation at each cross section evaluation is 
slow which could inhibit spline calculation

We are in the process of trying to optimise it.

Alternate lookup-table is in place. This is faster, 
but less accurate



  

Questions

 Do we want to keep both calculation methods?
Which should be used by default? 

 
Need to finish optimising the full calculation
before we can tell if it is really feasible

How do we deal with the high energy behaviour
of the model? The pion wavefunction starts 
oscillating rapidly at high E


 – the integration of

the hadronic current will need to be done carefully

Do we try to merge AR model and Rein-Seghal. If
so how, and over what energy range?
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